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Vodka is  not traditionally competitive with other spirits  on a luxury level, but that may change. Image credit: Belvedere

 
By DANNY PARISI

While overall vodka sales are down internationally, even in the traditionally vodka-loving region of Eastern Europe,
the most expensive super-premium segment of the spirit was actually the one that experienced a remarkable 15
percent growth, according to a new report from the International Wine and Spirits Record.

For luxury-level spirit enthusiasts, whisky and scotch are typically the most sought-after drinks and the ones whose
bottles routinely fetch the highest price. Yet as vodka sales are down in every other segment, the growth in the most
expensive types of vodka, those consumed by affluent customers, shows that the spirit can still be a contender in the
luxury beverage market.
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The luxury spirit market has seen healthy growth over the past few years, with sales of whisky and scotch remaining
strong and some bottles fetching record-breaking prices at auction.

But one category of spirit is  often overlooked in the scheme of affluent beverage consumption: vodka.

Traditional tastes favor wine and scotch, but a new report from the IWSR shows that ultra-high-end vodka is in a
healthy place.

Overall vodka sales fell 3.4 percent in 2016 and recovered only slightly in 2017. Key markets such as Russia and
other parts of Eastern Europe have all slowed their vodka consumption by as much as 3 percent, as has the valuable
U.S. market.
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The Macallan tasting notes with the AR app. Image credit: The Macallan

Overall vodka sales have dropped an average of about 1.3 percent from 2012 to 2016.

But the silver lining here is that IWSR found that the most expensive segment of vodka, made up of brands such as
Ciroc and LVMH-owned Belvedere, had surprisingly strong growth last year. In 2017, sales of these high-end vodkas
rose by 15 percent, compared to a mere 2 percent for vodka overall, with almost 900,000 cases sold in Europe.

Spirit landscape
Vodka is certainly still an underdog when it comes to wealthy consumers' tastes. Spirits such as Champagne are still
on top in most of the most lucrative markets.

France is estimated to consume 102.2 million liters of Champagne in 2021, but such little geographic diversification
can be harmful to the economy of the sparkling wine industry, according to Euromonitor.

Understandably as Champagne's country of origin, France's forecasted total volume consumption greatly outpaces
its European and Western peers. Unlike other spirits such as Scotch whiskies, Champagne has not yet witnessed a
high boom of interest from emerging markets (see story).

France consumers the most Champagne. Image credit Mot & Chandon

Other categories such as whisky and scotch are where many brands create ambitious marketing campaigns to
capture the attention of ultra-wealthy consumers. For example, Scottish distiller The Macallan developed an
immersive augmented reality application to educate consumers on the differences between two distinct whiskies.

By using The Macallan AR app, consumers will learn what differentiates the distiller's Sherry Oak 12 Years Old and
the Double Cask 12 Years Old, an experience likely to be enjoyed by both experienced and novice Scotch
enthusiasts. Augmented reality's use has been explored in a variety of industry sectors, most often as a teaching tool
that heightens experience through interaction (see story).

Vodka is not the only category to be facing trouble, however. Crisis zones and economic uncertainty in the
Caribbean have had a deleterious effect on the spirits market in the region, leading to falling revenue across most
categories of high-end spirits and trouble for the brands who do business there.

According to IWSR, sales of high-end spirits have dropped over much of the region due to economic tension and
repeated disasters. Meanwhile in Mexico, the overall market seems to be looking up (see story).

But as the data shows, high-end vodka seems to be undergoing a bit of a renaissance. If expensive vodka brands can
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capitalize on this new enthusiasm, they may be able to enter the luxury realm usually reserved for scotch and
Champagne.
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